
Topic: Romans        Term: Autumn Term   1st half 

 Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 Week 4 Week 5 Week 6 Week 7 

English Dictionary 
and 
thesaurus 
work 

Instructions  Instructions Instructions Settings Settings Poetry  

Mathematics Place value Place value Place value Addition and 
Subtraction 

Addition and 
Subtraction 

Addition and 
Subtraction 

Addition and 
Subtraction 

Science 
 
Rocks 
 

To know that 
beneath all 
surfaces there 
is rock.  To 
investigate the 
layers of the 
earth. 

To identify that 
rocks are used 
for a variety of 
different 
purposes.  To 
record finding 
using simple 
scientific 
language, 
drawings, labelled 
diagrams, keys, 
bar charts and 
tables.  
 

  

 
 

To observe and 
compare.  
To know that 
rocks can be 
grouped 
according to 
observable     
characteristics.  
To compare and 
group together 
different kinds of 
rocks on the basis 
of their 
appearance and 
simple physical 
properties.  
 

  

 

Carry out an 
experiment on rocks 
for permeability and 
durability.  To set up 
simple practical 
enquiries, 
comparative and fair 
tests.   
  

   

To know that rocks are 
chosen for particular 
purposes because of their 
characteristics.   
To ask relevant question 
and use different types of 
scientific enquiries to 
answer them.  
 

To investigate 
the three main 
types of rock, 
Igneous, 
Metamorphic 
and 
Sedimentary.  To 
describe in 
simple terms 
how fossils are 
formed when 
things that have 
lived are 
trapped within 
rock.  
 

  

 

End of Unit 
Rocks 
Assessment.  

Computing Scratch 
design write 
and debug 
programs that       
accomplish 
specific goals. 

Scratch 
design write 
and debug 
programs that       
accomplish 
specific goals. 

Scratch 
solve problems 
by decomposing 
them in smaller 
parts 

Scratch 
solve problems by 
decomposing them 
in smaller parts 

Scratch 
use sequence, 
selection and 
repetition in programs 
use logical reasoning 
to explain how some 
simple algorithms 
work and to detect 
and  correct errors in 
algorithms and 
programs 

Staying safe 
online 
Use technology 
safely, respectfully 
and        
responsibly; 
recognise 
acceptable/unacc
eptable 
behaviour; 
identify a range of 
ways to report 
concerns about 

Staying safe 
online 
Use technology 
safely, respectfully 
and        
responsibly; 
recognise 
acceptable/unacc
eptable 
behaviour; 
identify a range of 
ways to report 
concerns about 



content and 
contact 

content and 
contact 

Geography 
 

 To identify 
where Rome is 
located.  Ask 
geographical 
questions.  
  

 

To investigate 
why the 
Romans came 
to Britain.  
Physical 
Geographical 
features of 
Britain.  

To name and 
locate countries 
and capital cities 
in Europe.  
To use maps, 
atlases, globes 
and 
digital/computer 
mapping to 
locate countries 
and describe   
features studied. 
  

 

   

History 
 
 

To arrange 
events from 
the past in 
chronological 
order. 
Develop 
increasingly 
secure 
chronological 
knowledge and 
understanding 
of history, local,    
British and 
world 

Celtic tribes. 
Which tribe the 
people in our 
area were 
members of? 
Hill forts and 
Celtic shield 
designs. 
(investigation) 

To investigate 
why the 
Romans came 
to Britain.   To 
develop the use 
of appropriate 
subject 
terminology 
such as 
empire/Caesar  
 

Cultural art. 
Discuss expansion 
of Roman empire. 
Investigate the 
rules for shield 
design.   
 
To look at the 
Roman Empire and 
to study its impact 
upon Britain. 
 
  

 

Life as a Roman child.  
To look at the Roman 
Empire and to study its 
impact upon Britain. 
 
 

Invasion by the 
Romans. Explore 
the reasons why 
they were so good 
at fighting. Roman 
soldiers.  Identify 
and give reason 
for historical 
events, situations 
and changes.   
  

 

Julius Caesar.   
Identify and begin 
to describe 
historically 
significant people 
and events in 
situations.  
  

 

Art and 
Design 

Puppets – 
needle craft 
Exploring  
Use research 
and develop 
design criteria 
to inform the 
design of 
innovative, 
functional, 
appealing 
products that 
are fit for 
purpose, aimed 
at particular 

Designing 
Generate, 
develop, model 
and 
communicate 
their ideas 
through 
discussion, 
annotated 
sketches, cross-
sectional and 
exploded 
diagrams, 
prototypes, 
pattern pieces 

Making 
Select from and 
use a wider 
range of 
materials and 
components, 
including 
construction 
materials, 
textiles and 
ingredients, 
according to 
their functional 
properties and 

Making  
Select from and 
use a wider range 
of materials and 
components, 
including 
construction 
materials, textiles 
and ingredients, 
according to their 
functional 
properties and 
aesthetic qualities 

Making 
Select from and use a 
wider range of 
materials and 
components, including 
construction materials, 
textiles and 
ingredients, according 
to their functional 
properties and 
aesthetic qualities 

Evaluating  
Evaluate their 
ideas and 
products against 
their own design 
criteria and 
consider the views 
of others to 
improve their 
work 

Improving 
Evaluate their 
ideas and 
products against 
their own design 
criteria and 
consider the views 
of others to 
improve their 
work 



individuals or 
groups 

and computer-
aided design  

aesthetic 
qualities 
 

P.E. Dance 
Swim 
competently, 
confidently and 
proficiently over 
a distance of at 
least 25 metres 
use a range of 
strokes 
effectively (e.g. 
front crawl, 
backstroke and 
breaststroke)   
Play competitive 
games, modified 
where 
appropriate [for 
example, rugby], 
and apply basic 
principles 
suitable for 
attacking and 
defending 

Dance 
Swim 
competently, 
confidently and 
proficiently over a 
distance of at 
least 25 metres 
use a range of 
strokes effectively 
(e.g. front crawl, 
backstroke and 
breaststroke)   
Play competitive 
games, modified 
where 
appropriate [for 
example, rugby], 
and apply basic 
principles suitable 
for attacking and 
defending 

Dance 
Swim 
competently, 
confidently and 
proficiently over a 
distance of at 
least 25 metres 
use a range of 
strokes effectively 
(e.g. front crawl, 
backstroke and 
breaststroke)  
 Play competitive 
games, modified 
where 
appropriate [for 
example, rugby], 
and apply basic 
principles suitable 
for attacking and 
defending 

Dance 
Swim competently, 
confidently and 
proficiently over a 
distance of at least 
25 metres 
use a range of 
strokes effectively 
(e.g. front crawl, 
backstroke and 
breaststroke) 
Play competitive 
games, modified 
where appropriate 
[for example, rugby], 
and apply basic 
principles suitable for 
attacking and 
defending 

Dance 
Swim competently, 
confidently and 
proficiently over a 
distance of at least 25 
metres 
use a range of strokes 
effectively (e.g. front 
crawl, backstroke and 
breaststroke)   
Play competitive games, 
modified where 
appropriate [for example, 
rugby], and apply basic 
principles suitable for 
attacking and defending 

Dance 
Swim competently, 
confidently and 
proficiently over a 
distance of at least 
25 metres 
use a range of 
strokes effectively 
(e.g. front crawl, 
backstroke and 
breaststroke)   
Play competitive 
games, modified 
where appropriate 
[for example, rugby], 
and apply basic 
principles suitable 
for attacking and 
defending 

Dance 
Swim competently, 
confidently and 
proficiently over a 
distance of at least 
25 metres 
use a range of 
strokes effectively 
(e.g. front crawl, 
backstroke and 
breaststroke)  
 Play competitive 
games, modified 
where appropriate 
[for example, rugby], 
and apply basic 
principles suitable 
for attacking and 
defending 
 

Languages 
 
French 

Greetings 
Listen attentively 
to spoken 
language and 
show 
understanding by 
joining in and 
responding.  Copy 
accurately in 
writing some key 
words. 

Greetings 
Listen attentively 
to spoken 
language and 
show 
understanding by 
joining in and 
responding. 
 
Copy or label 
using single words 
or short phrases.   

Introducing self  
Engage in 
conversations; ask 
and answer 
questions; 
express opinions 
and respond to 
those of others; 
seek clarification 
and help* 
Speak in 
sentences, using 
familiar 
vocabulary, 
phrases and basic 
language 
structures 

Introducing family 
Engage in 
conversations; ask 
and answer 
questions; express 
opinions and respond 
to those of others; 
seek clarification and 
help* 
Speak in sentences, 
using familiar 
vocabulary, phrases 
and basic language 
structures 

Counting 1 to 12 
Recognise numbers 1–12 
Sing  a song from 
memory, with clear 
pronunciation 

Counting games 
Recognise numbers 
1–20 
Write some of the 
numbers to 20 from 
memory.  Ask and 
answer simple 
questions with 
correct intonation, 
such as age.   

Assessment 
 
Begin to know some 
key vocabulary.  

R.E. How do Hindus 
worship? 
To explore the 
main beliefs of 
Hinduism. 
 
To develop 
knowledge about 

Communal places 
of worship for 
Hindus. 

To explore how 
Hindus worship 
in private places 
(home 
worship). 

To look at special 
Hindu festivals and 
celebrations. 

To name and explain 
Hindu signs and 
symbols. 

To explore 
stories and their 
meanings.  

To explore 
stories and their 
meanings. 



features of 
Hinduism. 
 

SMSC 
 
 

Class room 
Charter 
To explore 
classroom 
boundaries 
and rules. 

Who am I? 
Who are you? 
To think about 
who they are 
and who they 
would like to 
be.  

Thinking 
about me. 
 
To encourage 
self esteem 
and a positive 
attitude to life 
and learning. 

Heroes  
 
Thinking about 
role models as 
people can help 
shape behaviour 
attitudes and 
decisions.  

 Heroes  
 
Thinking about role 
models as people 
can help shape 
behaviour attitudes 
and decisions. 

I’m a Special 
Person 
 
To explore how 
we value 
ourselves and 
each other. 

End of unit 
recap teacher to 
revisit areas 
relevant to their 
individual class 
needs.  

 


